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Introduction
We perform research in large-scale distributed autonomic systems and computer system defense, and we work with Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) systems and protocols. Over the past two years we have performed research on cyber security for MANET systems for DARPA STO 1 , conducting a wide range of experiments on a daily basis on our 72-node MANET test bed. Protocols exercised on this MANET included: Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR [6] -a unicast routing protocol for MANETs specified in RFC 3626); Simplified Multicast Forwarding (SMF -a multicast routing protocol that operates on top of OLSR and is described in an IETF draft specification [7] ); Simplified Link State Routing (SLSR -a unicast protocol), ROM and ODMRP [8] (multicast protocols); and SPIN [25] (an efficient broadcast protocol designed for sensor networks). The MANET was exercised with five scripted tactical applications developed by Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). One of the fascinating, though not entirely unexpected, aspects of this work was how poorly both the protocols and the applications scaled in the MANET. The overall system was barely able to scale to 72 nodes and did so only by exploiting some rather optimistic movement and radio assumptions. Our experience is not unique; similar observations regarding MANET scalability have been made in other contexts [1, 2, 3, 29] . Over the course of our DARPA STO work we developed three insights as to why efforts at MANET development have fallen short:
The set of design patterns that are viable on MANETs are different from those commonly in use on
wired networks. MANETs impose restrictions on application architectures that wired networks do not. The amount of bandwidth available to nodes in a MANET diminishes as the MANET grows, encouraging geographic locality. In wired networks, long-haul links have large amounts of available bandwidth and geographic locality is rarely considered. The composition of MANET networks is dynamic as nodes move in and out of radio range of each other; robust MANET applications use discovery and self-organization to form distributed collaborations. Wired networks, on the other hand, are relatively stable, and static configuration files are often used as the means for application organization. Finally, route discovery is expensive in the MANET; this expense is ameliorated by temporal locality (i.e., using the route for an extended period of time). In wired networks, there are no cost advantages to sending consecutive packets to the same destination. We contend that there are MANET-appropriate design patterns that help developers codify the characteristics of discovery, and geographical and temporal locality in their applications.
A broad range of applications can be effectively implemented using MANET-appropriate design
patterns While the design patterns described above are not necessary for wired-network applications, they are often used to improve their performance or make them more robust. In other words, discovery/selforganization, geographic locality and temporal locality are concepts that are incorporated into middleware and discovery / deployment services that are currently in use in wired systems and could be used (with some modification) in MANETs.
MANET infrastructure design should focus on supporting applications that implement scaleable
MANET-appropriate design patterns. We have asserted that applications must possess specific properties in order to be viable in a tactical MANET and that a wide variety of applications can be implemented such that they possess those properties. This implies that MANET design should focus on supporting applications that possess these properties and not focus on supporting applications that do not possess those properties.
A very expensive feature that MANETs currently implement is universal routing -routing for a logically fully connected network. This is the routing environment that is available on the Internet. In a large network, universal routing mostly goes unutilized; if one were to randomly select two of the ~10 8 computers on the Internet, chances are very good that they will never communicate. Similarly, in a large MANET hosting well-architected applications, most communications will take place between a small set of the possible node pairs (geographic and/or temporal locality). This is a good thing -if a process were to regularly communicate with most or all of the other nodes in the MANET, the MANET would fail as it scaled, irrespective of how efficiently the routing protocol supports this behavior. Paradoxically, the goal of every general-purpose MANET routing protocol 2 that we are aware of is to provide universal routingan attempt to recreate the wired networking environment. On the other hand, to date very little consideration has been taken as to what features or functionality are necessary to support the MANET-appropriate characteristics described above. Previous efforts have offered the standard network APIs without enhancement. In other words, there has been little thought given to what applications might require from the MANET in order to implement MANET-appropriate design patterns. Note there is design requirement implied by the paragraph above: MANETs must violate the isolation principles espoused in the ISO network layers model. Conventional networks hide the state of routing layers from each other, leveraging modularity to simplify network construction. The Common MANET Framework (CMF) was born from these insights. It has three components:
• A scalable, efficient communication infrastructure that does not depend on universal routing, but instead leverages the discovery/self-organizing activities inherent to MANET applications to efficiently route data in the MANET; • The APIs and services that provide applications with the functionality that they require in order to implement MANET-appropriate design patterns (the green components); • An open transmission layer interface (TLI) that allows the CMF to be bound to a variety of communication technologies, supporting the deployment of heterogeneous MANETs (i.e., MANETs that integrate multiple trans-mission technologies into a coherent network such that the heterogeneity is not apparent at the IP level) (the purple component). §1.1 provides an in-depth discussion of the CMF, describing the rationale for the technologies proposed and comparing them to published MANET research. §1.2 is the technical program summary -a compact description of the CMF from top to bottom (a summary of §1.1). In §1.3 we present the risk factors present in this program. Finally, §1.4 is a listing of the publications referenced in this proposal.
Properties of (Design Patterns for) MANET Applications
We identified three properties that must be exhibited by MANET applications:. Property 1: Geographic (topological) locality of communication. For a single hop, the bandwidth made available by a radio can be comparable to that provided by Ethernet. 802.11g specifies a 54 Mbits per second transmission rate -this is comparable to 100 Mbit Ethernet. The difference between wired and wireless arises as the distance between communicating nodes increases and their traffic must be forwarded through multiple hops. Wired networks have high-bandwidth backbones to carry long-distance traffic. In contrast, the amount of bandwidth across a MANET available to each node decreases as the MANET grows (the MANET grows O(n), the bandwidth across a bisection of the MANET grows O(n ½ ) in the most optimal of circumstances). While some MANET applications will have to perform longdistance communications, they must do so in a controlled fashion. In general, MANET applications must display geographic locality -the tendency to communicate with nodes that are nearby in the MANET topology.
Property 2: Temporal locality of communications. Another difference between wired networks and MANETs is that the topology and inter-node routes of a wired network are relatively stable, while the topology and routes in a MANET are dynamic. This suggests that, in a MANET, there is some cost associated with discovering how to route packets between two hosts. This cost is offset by the benefit derived from the successful communication between those hosts. We posit that temporal locality -the tendency for two nodes that are communicating to continue to communicate -is a property that MANET applications must possess, especially when performing long-distance communication in the MANET. Property 3: Discovery and self-organization of applications. A third difference between MANETs and wired networks is the tendency for MANETs to partition into multiple separate networks and/or join into a single network, and for new participants to enter the network (possibly without a priori configuration) and for current participants to leave the network. When the nodes g1 and g2 in Figure 1 move outside of each other's radio range, what was a single MANET becomes two independent networks, and when they move back into each other's range, the two MANETs become a single network. Given node mobility, the dynamic nature of radio communications, and the abruptness with which participants enter and leave the battlespace, a computer will find itself networked with an unpredictable set of nodes in the MANET. So, for applications to successfully operate, the processes that comprise the application must discover and make use of whatever computing resources are available on the network at any particular point in time. So, discovery and self-organization is a design pattern that is necessary 3 for successful MANET applications.
Of course, discovery and self-organization is a useful design pattern in wired networks, and there are commercial products and standards that provide it. Publish-and-subscribe infrastructures (e.g., JMS), service brokers (Sun's Jini, the CORBA Trading Object Service) and lookup (name) services (CORBA Name Service, LDAP, the Java RMI Registry) all fall under this heading. So, while an application must incorporate discovery and self-organization to operate in the MANET, the discovery functionality can be external to the application. Note that the discovery service is itself an application that must be implemented in a MANET appropriate fashion (i.e., incorporate the design patterns and properties just discussed, including discovery and self-organization). We draw two conclusions from this analysis.
• If applications must possess these design patterns in order to function in a MANET, the MANET should provide the functionality necessary for the design patterns to be implemented. Thus, if applications must incorporate discovery in order to operate in the MANET, then the MANET should provide support for discovery.
• The MANET should concentrate on supporting large-scale applications that possess these design patterns and should avoid costly features intended to support applications that do not possess them. The CMF takes these conclusions one step further -it depends on the fact that applications will possess these design patterns (particularly discovery and self-organization). 
Scalable Routing
The central idea behind the CMF's novel approach to routing is to establish what might be described as a symbiotic relationship with the applications that use the CMF. On the one hand, the CMF provides the functions (and APIs) necessary for nodes (and the processes on those nodes) to discover one another and self-organize. On the other hand, the applications (or middleware representing the applications), by virtue of using the CMF discovery APIs, provide the CMF with the information it needs to route packets to their destinations. We call this Application Informed Routing (AIR) and note that it is a revolutionary technique for routing packets in the MANET, utterly different from the proactive, reactive, geographic, and even hybrid MANET routing protocols that represent the current state of the art. The inter-node routes revealed by AIR are unlikely to be optimal. And even if they were, the MANET is a dynamic environment; node movement and network congestion cause routes to change over time. The CMF will implement Dynamic Virtual Circuits (DVCs) [24] , a technique for maintaining and optimizing routes within the MANET. Virtual circuits provide "route memory", allowing subsequent packets in a flow to follow the same route as the first. By making the virtual circuits dynamic, we give the nodes between the source and the destination the ability to change the route. So, even if AIR provides an inferior route, the resulting DVC will improve the route over time. DVCs provide: a reliable packet stream between processes; continuous optimization and maintenance of communication flows in the MANET; a record of node connectivity that will supplement AIR as a means for discovering routes; a basis for reporting network statistics to self-organizing applications; and perhaps most importantly, a means for discovering the loss of network resources due to MANET partitioning. The following subsections describe AIR and DVCs in more detail.
Application Informed Routing -AIR
Given that AIR requires application activity in order to generate routing information, it is helpful to have an example application to illustrate how AIR will work. Consider a self-organizing lookup service, where a group of nodes select one of their members to be the lookup server, and the other nodes in the group advertise services and/or look up services on that server. When the MANET grows too large for a single lookup server, the lookup application self-organizes into a more complex system, with multiple nodes hosting lookup servers and the lookup client applications organizing themselves into groups by selecting which nearby lookup server to subscribe to. In order to illustrate AIR's functionality, we will focus on the sequence of events from when a node newly joins an established group to the time that it successfully establishes a connection to the lookup server. Figure 2 depicts the example. The blue nodes have self-organized into a group with b9 as the lookup server. Every node in the group has a route (a DVC) established to b9, and b9 has a route to each host (routes from b1 and b4 to b9 are shown). The example begins when a new node (g1) comes within radio range of the blue group. The discovery process is bootstrapped by one-hop neighbor discovery; processes can register to be notified of changes in the one-hop neighborhood. So, when g1 comes within radio range of b1, the lookup application on g1 is notified of b1's presence. The lookup application responds to the notification by sending a packet to the lookup application on b1 asking who its lookup server is. Given that b1 is g1's immediate neighbor, routing the message is trivial -the message is sent to b1. The lookup application on b1 responds that b9 is its lookup server. Given that this is a discovery (g1 is discovering b9 via b1), b1 uses the CMF discovery API to send this information to g1. Note that it is the use of a structured API for transmitting discovery information between processes that gives AIR visibility into the applications' discovery activities. Now g1 sends a message to b9 to initiate use of the lookup service. This is where AIR comes into play. As the route setup packet from g1 to b9 is processed by the CMF on g1, AIR knows that b1 was the node that informed g1 of b9, and so routes the packet to b9 via b1. When the packet arrives at b1, the routing algorithm there determines that a route exists between b1 and b9, and the packet follows the existing route to b9. Thus, the application discovery process is used by AIR to find a route between two nodes -g1 and b9 -for which a route did not previously exist. And, if g1 uses the lookup service on b9, and b9 tells g1 about a server residing on b4 (again using the discovery API), then when g1 establishes a connection to b4, AIR will route the packet via b9 in the knowledge that b9 has a route to b4. As has already been acknowledged, a route from g1 to b4 that traverses b9 will be sub-optimal; AIR depends on the resulting DVC to improve the route. There are three addenda to this example. The first is that AIR is an incredibly simple algorithm. Second, for clarity we ignored the fact that intermediate nodes may already have routes to the destination. In the example, g1 establishes a route to b4 by way of b9 -but if b1 already has a route to b4, it will use that route instead of continuing to b9. Third, while the lookup service must incorporate the CMF discovery API, applications using the lookup service would not need to do so. More generally, applications that use middleware for discovery and self-organization will be able to continue to use the standard interface provided by the middleware, but the middleware will have to incorporate the CMF discovery APIs.
Dynamic Virtual Circuits (DVCs)
DVCs are a mechanism for maintaining and improving routes in store-and-forward networks 4 [24] . The need for such a mechanism is driven by the fact that the route between two nodes will change over time. While AIR is satisfactory as the mechanism to discover a route between nodes, the correct operation of AIR requires that routes, once established, be maintained. Universal routing provides this functionality by broadcasting topology changes to the entire MANET (proactive routing), flooding route-discovery control packets through the entire MANET (reactive routing), or propagating geographic locations and/or location queries through the entire MANET (geographic routing). DVCs allow us to restrict the distribution of topological changes to only those nodes that require the knowledge. Virtual circuits are a well known technique for routing packets in a store-and-forward network. The virtual circuit is a series of hops from the source to the destination. Once the circuit is established, packets need only carry the identifier of the virtual circuit, as each node maintains a table that maps circuit identifiers to their next hop. The use of virtual circuits in the MANET poses two challenges. The first is how to establish the circuit; we have already discussed the use of AIR for this purpose. The second challenge is that the dynamic environment of the MANET will cause routes to change over time. We address this challenge by making the virtual circuits dynamic. The dynamic component of DVCs is the fact that any node on the circuit can autonomously change the path of the circuit. Three aspects of the DVC design allow this to work. First, DVCs are one-way circuits. While control data passes in both directions, data packets flow in a single direction, and all DVC route changes (setup and teardown events) are restricted to going in that same direction. Second, every node in the MANET knows its two-hop neighborhood (the nodes that are within a two-hop distance and the links between those nodes). Third, every node on a circuit knows the identity of every other node on the circuit. We will explain each of these in more detail and then offer examples of DVC maintenance and improvement. Restricting DVCs to routing packets in a single direction allows the nodes that comprise the circuit to act independently of each other with regard to routing decisions. In other words, it eliminates the need to coordinate routing decisions across multiple nodes in the circuit, dramatically simplifying both the circuit maintenance algorithm and the DVC state space. The key simplifying elements are: a) Packets are all pushed in front of a teardown event. There is never a circumstance where a circuit teardown removes a link that a data packet then needs to traverse. b) Since the packets are all going in the same direction, they can be assigned identifiers that are monotonically increasing, and all circuit establishment and teardown events can use the subsequent packet ID as their own identifier. So, when a node must handle a complicated DVC event sequence (e.g., receiving setup and teardown control packets for the same circuit from different neighbors), the node knows in what order to process the events. Admittedly, TCP is always bidirectional, and thus requires a reciprocal pair of DVCs, so one might consider the duplication of control logic over two separate DVCs to be a waste of resources. However, analysis of the DVC algorithm suggests that DVC control will incur minimal computation and communication overhead, and the use of separate circuits in each direction gives the CMF the ability to use different routes for the two circuits, dispersing the interprocess traffic over a wider set of nodes. The bottom line is that dynamically adjusting the route of a bidirectional circuit is challenging; the use of one-way circuits dramatically simplifies the problem. The second component of the CMF design that supports DVC operation is that every node has an awareness of its two-hop neighborhood. This knowledge of its local neighborhood ensures that nodes can repair circuits when individual links are broken and can make incremental circuit improvements. The selection of two hops as the radius of local topology awareness is based on two factors. First, it is the smallest radius that can possibly support repair and incremental route improvement. Second, the algorithm for two-hop neighborhood awareness is trivially simple: every node periodically shares its list of one-hop neighbors with each of its one-hop neighbors. Since the cost of neighborhood awareness increases O(r 2 ) with r being the radius of the awareness, there is great incentive in making DVCs work without increasing the radius beyond two. Note that two-hop topology awareness provides an alternative to AIR for routing to destinations two hops away or less. The third design decision integral to DVC success is that every node in a circuit is aware of every other node in the circuit. While a circuit is being established using AIR, each successive node is made aware of all of the preceding nodes on the circuit. Once the destination is reached, an acknowledgement packet makes the initiating node aware that the DVC is ready for use and makes every node on the circuit aware of the nodes that follow it on the circuit. Thereafter, any modification to the DVC generates control packets that go in both directions from the point of change, updating each node's awareness of the DVC's composition. This allows any node in the circuit to recognize an alternate route to an intermediate node in the circuit. Figure 4 shows how a node uses local topology awareness and the identity of the other nodes in a DVC to repair a route. The figure depicts a MANET in which there is a flow from g1 to g5 that passes through g2, g3 and g4. In the figure, g2's awareness of its two-hop neighborhood is depicted by the gray background -g2 is aware of every node and link in that region. So, if the link between g2 and g3 is broken, g2 can repair the route by creating a new path via g7 to g4. g3 will also detect that the link to g2 is broken, and will (after a timeout) initiate a DVC teardown that will propagate only to g4 (since g4 has already received the rerouted circuit via g7, it knows to drop the teardown request). Note that DVCs do not require that a path be broken before a new path is created. In Figure 3 , g2 uses its two-hop neighborhood (gray background) plus its knowledge of the identities of all of the nodes in the DVC to detect an inefficiency in the route. While g7 is four hops away from g2 in the DVC, it is physically two hops away. So, g2 establishes a new path via g6, and then sends a teardown command to g3 that terminates at g7. There is an additional benefit to keeping every node in the DVC informed of the DVC's composition -by providing this knowledge, DVCs supplement AIR and two-hop neighborhood awareness as means for discovering routes.
CMF Routing Summary
To quickly summarize, routing in the CMF is accomplished by two interrelated algorithms. AIR leverages application discovery to find routes between nodes. DVCs provide both memory of those routes over the course of an interprocess conversation and a mechanism to maintain and/or improve that route in the dynamic network. There are three aspects of CMF routing that allow it to scale where conventional routing protocols have failed: first, there is no network traffic generated by the routing algorithm to discover routes; second, route information is only propagated as far as the distributed applications require it to be propagated; and third, detailed topology information (the identity of the nodes in a route) is only provided along that route (as opposed to being broadcast to the network). The analysis that we have performed to date indicate that it will only be application behavior (and application artifacts such as network congestion) that limits MANET scalability; the CMF routing algorithm should never be the impediment.
The CMF Application Program Interface
The CMF Application Program Interface (API) is designed to provide access to CMF functionality while minimizing the impact of the transition from programming for the wired environment to programming for the MANET. Experiments that we have performed developing MANET applications have shaped our notion of the correct approach to API development. Key elements of our approach are:
• Support for MANET design patterns.
Of the three design patterns we identified for MANET applications, two profit by direct support. Geographic locality cannot be implemented unless a process can collect metrics regarding the "distance" 5 between it and the processes with which it is interacting, and discovery is greatly facilitated by direct support. These are not concepts that were considered in the design of the Windows and UNIX operating systems. So, functionality must be added to the communication API.
• Adherence to existing interface specifications, allowing applications to be oblivious to the CMF where possible. We in no way modified the socket APIs. The CMF APIs are orthogonal to the transmission of individual packets. Where an API does cause data to be transmitted (e.g., cmf_sendDiscovery), the transmitted data does not traverse a socket (e.g., the data is transmitted below the IP abstraction layer).
• An ability to be implemented in wired environments with minimal effort.
Most developers of MANET applications will first build and test their application in a conventional wired environment. Our plan is to implement the CMF the wired environment prior to being ported to a wireless environment. While we are doing this for programmatic reasons, a positive ramification of this approach is that developers will be able to code and test in a wired environment before moving their application to real or emulated MANETs for system testing. Please see the file cmf_X.X.X/include/cmf.h in the CMF code delivery for a listing of the API.
The CMF Transmission Layer Interface
There are three reasons to define a standard interface between the transmission layer (the layer responsible for transmitting packets between nodes) and the CMF. The first is to facilitate the porting of a CMF implementation between transmission technologies. Just in the course of executing this proposal, we anticipate running the CMF on a wired LAN, a MANET test bed with emulated radios, on Linux laptops with 802.11g-compliant radios, and on Linux laptops with software defined radios. By establishing an interface with well-understood semantics, we will facilitate transition of the CMF technology to multiple environments. The second reason to specify a Transmission Layer Interface (TLI) is that military MANETs will be comprised of heterogeneous transmission technologies. A fielded military MANET may exist for years and will be comprised of nodes from many military units. It is naïve to think that they will all come to the battle with identical communication equipment. Certainly, for two nodes to directly communicate with one another, they must have compatible radios. However, individual nodes with multiple radios or nodes with different radio technologies linked by a wired LAN can act as gateways between transmission technologies. Given the CMF routing algorithms described above and the interface specification described here, the CMF can transparently utilize such gateways to incorporate heterogeneous technologies in a single MANET. Not only will the application/IP layer be unaware of the heterogeneous nature of the transmission layer, no portion of the CMF above the TLI will require modification to address specific transmission technologies. The third reason to specify a TLI is that the majority of the radio technology currently deployed by the U.S. military is not designed for MANET operation. Specifically, Tactical Data Information Link (TADIL) radios are heavily used by all branches of the military. The most common TADIL standards are Link-11 (TADIL A and B) and Link-16 (TADIL J). If some or all of these are to be incorporated into a heterogeneous MANET, there will have to be a well-defined structure for doing so. 6 The CMF implementation has two bindings implemented for it. One is a multicast binding -outgoing packets are wrapped in multicast UDP packets. The second is a UDP binding that can either be a unicast or a one-hop broadcast, depending on configuration.
Lessons Learned
Design
Reliable Packet Delivery
It is common for MANET developers to ignore the requirement for reliable packet delivery. It is impossible to guarantee that a packet will reach is destination, even in wired networks. To make this concept explicit, protocol developers use the term best effort delivery. Unfortunately, many MANET developers have used this concept as license to ignore the requirement to deliver as many packets as possible. They are abetted in ignoring this requirement by three factors. The first is that most MANET performance evaluations focus on goodput (the rate at which packets reach their destinations) as opposed to tracking the fraction of packets delivered to their destination. The second is that performance evaluations are typically performed using sham applications that send their packets to randomly-selected destinations. Without locality, the MANET will be overwhelmed by traffic and will unavoidably drop many packets. Third, there is a common misconception that dropping packets is unavoidable in MANETs, and so there is no point in trying terribly hard to deliver every packet. There are three consequences to the abandonment of reliable packet delivery in MANETs. The first is that folks have concluded that TCP does not work on MANETs. And, a corollary, that reliable packet delivery on MANETs is the province of the applications. The third fallout, which naturally stems from the previous two, is that reliable packet delivery is often attempted in MANETs by sending redundant data. For instance, if one has a video stream and requires 8 frames per second, one sends 24 frames per second in the hope that at least 8 frames per second arrive at the destination. These consequences have an insidious influence on MANETs. One notes that, in wired networks, the vast majority of the application protocols operate over TCP. It is very hard to write an application that does not care whether its messages are received by the destination. Even those applications that run over UDP (e.g., a video feed) have an implicit requirement that most of the packets will arrive at their destination. The middleware/application layer is in no better position to achieve reliable packet delivery than the network layer, and often is in a worse position. And greedy approaches to reliable packet delivery (sending more packets than are needed in the hope that enough packets reach their destination) is both self-defeating (when every node pursues this strategy, congestion problems are exacerbated, and network congestion is the bane of MANETs) and infeasible (a greedy approach assumes that packets are discarded with a uniform distribution, when in fact the dropping of packets is bursty). So, a design goal of the CMF is to provide reliable packet delivery over MANETs. To accomplish this, the CMF incorporates three inter-related features. First, it uses data packets to detect the loss of communication neighbors, by having every transmitted packet acknowledged. When multiple consecutive transmission attempts are unacknowledged, the CMF assumes that the neighbor is no longer present and commences a re-routing event. This avoids the situation where multiple seconds go by with a node transmitting to a neighbor, not knowing that that neighbor is no longer there. Second, the CMF will attempt to transmit a packet multiple times; packets are not removed from the buffer until a positive acknowledgement is received or the maximum number of transmission attempts has been made. This allows the MANET to continue to operate over less-than-perfect connections. Third, when a DVC is rerouted, the DVC construction packet bypasses any IP or discovery packets in the queue that are on the same DVC, and those packets have their one-hop neighbors modified to the new route. The CMF has three parameters that control this behavior (all found in cmf_X.X.X/include/ cmf_build_parameters.h): the number of consecutive unacknowledged packets before the CMF decides that the neighbor is not there (MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING_PACKETS), the number of attempts to transmit a packet before it is dropped (MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_TRIES), and the acknowledgement timeout (the time between transmission attempts for a packet) (ACKNOWLEDGEMENT_TIMEOUT). It is difficult to isolate the impact of these three mechanisms on the performance of the CMF. For example, one might argue that any MANET protocol would benefit from an acknowledgement/retransmission scheme. MANE (the NRL emulation environment) supports two models of radio signal propagation: an r 3 model (where the transmission failure probability escalates as the distance between two nodes approaches the transmission range); and a step function (failure probability transitions from zero to one at the transmission range). I used the latter model in my comparisons between the AIR and OLSR to avoid incorporating the benefits of repeated packet transmission, which one might argue are not an inherent feature of AIR could as easily be applied to OLSR. Mind, this violates one of the tenets of the original CMF proposal -that one must evaluate the MANET as a system, and that one of the inherent failures of MANET research to date has been the insistence on taking a reductionist approach, where individual components are modified while leaving the rest of the system constant (e.g., taking a wire-based system, modifying one component, and seeing how well it supports wireless). As will be seen in this report, this is one of several points where I violated this tenet, with less than satisfactory results.
Buffer Size
In the delivered CMF, the buffer size is set to 20 packets. This is large -too large. The problem is that full buffers are a disaster. When a buffer becomes full, the buffers of the neighboring nodes start to fill up. This is the downside of a strategy that emphasizes reliable packet delivery. The CMF does not require a 20-packet buffer, and my suspicion (not confirmed by performance analysis) is that it will perform very well with a smaller buffer. There were three factors during the development of the CMF that led to the use of 20-packet buffers.
1. During the debugging process, I occasionally had problems that caused bursts of packets. If those bursts caused packets to be dropped, it made it more difficult to debug the system. So, a large buffer assisted with the debugging process.
2. During the debugging process, I often utilized what we call the "string of pearls" topology-a series of nodes where each node has exactly two neighbors (except for the endpoints, which have only one neighbor). This topology creates congestion across the middle links, if the nodes are selecting communication partners from a random distribution over all nodes.
3. In the emulation environments that I have used to exercise it, the CMF has consistently suffered from intermittent link drops. My initial strategy was to immediately send packets to update the state of the DVCs that traversed the down link. This caused a packet burst that quickly filled smaller buffers. I then changed the strategy, going for an immediate update only of recently-used DVCs. I finally settled on an approach that only repaired DVCs when packets arrived on them.
Factors 1 and 3 above are no longer issues, so it is reasonable to expect that smaller buffers could be used.
It is important to have a strategy that addresses
Asynchronous System Design
Prior to implementing AIR (the routing algorithm for the CMF), I constructed a flow chart depicting the anticipated state transitions. This was the basis for design of the routing code. As I have repeatedly experienced (but apparently consistently failed to learn), designing asynchronous systems is very difficult-and it is even more difficult in an unreliable environment. Consider the happened-before relationship (denoted: ) defined by Leslie Lamport:
• If events a and b occur in the same process, a b if a preceded b.
• If a is the sending of a message and b is the reception of the message, a b.
• If a b and b c then a c.
I and many other developers of distributed systems tend to subconsciously add a fourth lemma:
• If a b and a c and b d, then c d.
In other words, if a process X sends messages m1 and m2 to Y, Y will receive m1 before m2. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. I spent a significant amount of time debugging the AIR protocol implementation to take into account situations where messages arrived out of order and/or arbitrary messages were dropped. If I were to do the implementation over again, I would invest (either money or development time) in a asynchronous state machine generator that takes a protocol as its input and generates a state machine that characterizes every possible state that the protocol can be in, with stubs into which code to handle those states is inserted.
Performance Evaluation
The Fidelity of MANE and Virtual Machines
An persistent problem in the evaluation of CMF has been the breaking of DVC connections due to transient topology changes. As was described above, the CMF uses packet acknowledgements both to ensure reliable packet delivery and to quickly detect topology changes. This design levies serious requirements on the fidelity of the emulation test bed. If the test bed were to intermittently fabricate transmission latencies that exceed the CMF's acknowledgement timeout several times over, the CMF would interpret this as a no-longer-in-range neighbor and would break / re-route the DVCs that traverse that link. Well, this is exactly what was happening in the evaluations. The latency between transmitting a packet and receiving the acknowledgement for that packet, which is usually measured in single-digit milliseconds, occasionally took over half a second. The BAE wireless emulation test bed is based on software developed by NRL. MANE (Mobile Ad-hoc Network Emulator) is the successor to MNE (Mobile Network Emulator). One of the significant changes made to the system was to alter the communication architecture. Both systems utilize a tun/tap tunnel to control which hosts receive a packet. MNE places the packet control at every host. The nodes are configured with virtual devices by which packets are transmitted and received. Outgoing packets are turned into broadcasts and tunneled to the physical device. Every node, upon receipt of a packet, decides whether they are out of range of the sender (dropping the packet) or in range (sending the packet through the tunnel to the virtual device). MANE takes s different approach. It utilizes a central server (the MANE server) that is responsible for determining which nodes in the network can hear a given packet. Every host still has an internal virtual device for sending and receiving packets. However, the virtual device now translates every outgoing packet to a unicast directed to the MANE server. The server decides which hosts are to receive the packet, and then unicasts the packet to each of those hosts. In a dense topology, every transmitted packet may be received by twenty or more hosts. I run a 60-node MANET, where each host was originating six ~450-byte data packets a second. If we assume that the average distance from source to destination is two hops, then each host was sending twelve of these packets a second. Many of the acknowledgment packets acknowledged multiple data packets, so assume that each host also sent six ~50-byte acknowledgement packets a second. This results in a load on the Ethernet link between the switch and the MANE server of:
This is very close to the knee of the performance curve for a 100 Mb Ethernet line, and so it is not surprising that I would occasionally see packets experiencing excessive delays. NRL avoids this problem by using specially-configured hosts as their MANE servers. They place multiple 4-port NIC cards into powerful Linux servers and chain the servers together, allowing them to construct a switch-less hub-and-spoke topology, where every node in their test bed has a dedicated Ethernet connection to the server (using a cross-over cat5 cable) ( Figure 5 ). While the NRL approach prevents there being a bottleneck, it is stunningly expensive (consider that every fourth time one adds a host to the network, one has to buy a new 4-port NIC, and every 16 th host requires a new (and expensive) server to add to the MANE server cluster.
Figure 5:
The difference between the BAE and NRL network topologies. Another problem that we have seen is associated with virtual machines (VMs). We use VmWare® on our test range to multiply the number of hosts. To minimize performance impact, I ran my simulations with only a single VM per physical host (I had to run within a VM due to the security plan in place for the network; this constraint will hopefully be removed in the future). However, we have observed VMs pausing for tenths of a second at a time for no apparent reason. If two interacting VMs were to pause for 0.3s at just the wrong points in time, that would cause the 0.6s latency packet round trip that I observed in the system. I have not done enough of an investigation to allocate the blame for the occasional extreme transmission latencies to these two factors. When I recommence performance evaluations, I will attempt to mitigate these factors by a) crafting my own MANET movement models that are more sparse (i.e., each node has fewer one-hop neighbors) and b) use an application that exhibits more locality (see the next section). I am hopeful that I can convince the folks working on the T-AIDR project (the project that "owns" the test bed) to investigate and hopefully cure these performance issues.
The Necessity of a Holistic Approach
In the proposal for the CMF Program, I argued that a fault in previous MANET research efforts was the reductionist approach to their investigations. Specifically, researchers would take a system designed for conventional wired networks and apply them to a MANET, while changing a single component to measure the degree to which the new version of the component improved MANET performance. To be fair, reductionism (understanding a complex system by isolating and then investigating its components) is the classic scientific approach to studying complex systems. The problem posed by MANETs is that the phenomena that are of interest to MANET designers (high packet latencies, low throughput, the high incidence of dropped packets, limited system scalability) are the result of many inter-related and interacting factors. A MANET's complexity stems not simply from the fact that there are many subsystems within the MANET, but also from the fact that these subsystems interact with each other in subtle ways. A MANET is a chaotic, asynchronous multi-agent system. This presents the researcher with two problems. The first is that the performance objective that one is trying to achieve is rarely under sole influence of the component one is affecting. Thus, one can make significant changes to the behavior of a component without seeing any change in the performance of the system as a whole. The second problem is that, in order to be able to observe the MANET as a whole (and to make the research logistically feasible), researchers typically work in a simulation. Simulations are, by their nature, simplifications of reality. When a system is put into simulation, the scientist will implement with high fidelity the first-order effects that drive the behavior being examined, leaving out or simplifying So, I knew going in that a holistic/systemic approach to MANET research was necessary. I also knew going in that there are some fundamental principles that a MANET must observe in order to be viable, and that amongst these is topological locality. So, what did I do? I implemented a toy application to exercise the MANET that does not have locality as a property. The Random Crawl application exercises the principal of discovery and self-organization; each thread selects the next destination to communicate with by asking its current communication partner for the address of a node that it is currently communicating with. This process is bootstrapped via the node's two-hop neighborhood. In other words, when a thread first starts up, it selects a node from within its two-hop neighborhood and begins to send it a packet stream. That node responds with the identity of a node in its local topology, which comprises its two-hop neighborhood plus all nodes that are on DVCs that traverse that node. Thus, the thread "crawls" across the MANET, selecting communication partners that are potentially further and further away from it. And as the node's DVCs grow in length, its local topology grows in size, allowing it to provide next hop addresses to nodes communicating with it that are further and further away. Voilá! No locality. The effect of this oversight on my part can be seen in Figure 6 . This graph compares the performance of AIR and OLSR as the network scales. Specifically, this graph is examining the overhead of the two protocols. To examine overhead, we measured the total number of bytes sent/received on each radio. So, the graph shows both the total number of random crawl packets successfully delivered and the total amount of data seen on the radios. You will quickly note that the "overhead" grows explosively, and nearly linearly, as the network grows in size. You will also note that it grows equally for OLSR and for AIR. This is because almost 100% of the "overhead" being received on radios is random crawl data packets. This is a factor both of the density of the MANET being examined (I used a movement model provided by the T-AIDR FCS test team, which is very dense) and the number of hops being traversed by the packets. Note that the overhead is dominated by over-heard data packets.
Lesson learned -I cannot ignore topology and locality when doing an evaluation, because either of these attributes can dominate the observed performance.
Results
As indicated in the graph above (Figure 6 ), the comparison of overhead between AIR and OLSR was flawed. However, we did successfully compare the ability of the two protocols to deliver packets in highly dynamic environments. Figure 7 shows the movement model used to measure the ability of the two protocols to deliver packets in dynamic environments. Table 1 shows the packet delivery figures for a ten-node MANET running the movement model in Figure  7 . The results for AIR are typical of its performance, independent of the movement model. The dropped packets appears to be primarily due to intermittently dropped links (a problem described in §6.2.1), but more study is required. OLSR, on the other hand, displays significant problems with packet delivery. The x movement of node x appears to not only confound OLSR's ability to deliver packets to/from x, but it also impacts the ability to deliver packets between the other nodes (note that over 5,000 packets were dropped, but only ~2,000 packets to/from x were dropped). This means that a) OLSR was slow to respond when links to/from x were dropped and b) OLSR established routes between other packets that traversed x.
Comparison to Planned Objectives
The Common MANET Framework (CMF) was a research and development project that targeted three separate aspects of MANET development. First, it examined the design patterns for robust MANET applications and the APIs that the MANET must provide to support those design patterns. Second, it explored a novel routing mechanism, called Application-Informed Routing, that utilizes a symbiotic relationship between the application layer (e.g., middleware plus user applications) and the routing layer to implement responsive, scalable MANET routing. Third and finally, the CMF constructed a standard interface to the transmission layer, allowing the CMF to be bound to multiple transmission technologies, possibly simultaneously, resulting in a capability for heterogeneous MANET deployment. At this point, we are content with the API design and construction. The true test will be when AFRL middleware is integrated with the CMF, and we anticipate that there will be requests for modifications and/or additions to the API set. However, we have performed paper-and-pencil integration of a number of applications that are desirable in the tactical environment, including VoIP and situational awareness, and have implemented toy applications such as the MANET Browser and RandomCrawl, as well as constructing a large number of command-line utilities for enumerating the contents of the known topology, examining the membership of individual dynamic virtual circuits (e.g., the path to a communication partner), etc. A key late addition to the API set (and associated CMF services) is a statistics gathering and reporting framework. The statistics gathering module is executed once per second, maintaining a 60-second history of the state of the node. APIs then query these statistics, allowing a middleware developer to construct a daemon to monitor a node's state (and possibly to share that state with neighboring nodes). AIR -the routing algorithm -appears to be meeting expectations. The implementation is successful, and dynamic virtual circuits (DVCs) perform admirably in maintaining routes across the MANET. In comparisons with OLSR, we have demonstrated that AIR is far more responsive in highly dynamic environments. Of course, being responsive to network dynamics makes AIR sensitive to timing variances in the emulation environment used for testing -we are having real problems achieving the timing fidelity necessary for the CMF to behave properly. Right now, this appears to be a minor issue, not seriously impacting the performance of the CMF in our performance evaluations, but it is still bothersome. The Transmission Layer Interface (TLI) has successfully bound the CMF to wired networks (both using broadcast and multicast bindings), to the BAE wireless emulation test bed, and to 802.11 radios. That being said, the TLI is the component with measurable development left undone. Specifically, a raw socket binding was not successfully integrated with the CMF before the end of the contract, and the binding configuration does not currently support multiple devices simultaneously. These features could be completed within a week, but testing them would require at least another week, and ultimately we chose to focus on stabilizing the current version of the CMF and obtaining performance measurements instead of performing this development. 
Technical Accomplishments
If we define technical accomplishments as publishable results, then there are four central accomplishments. The first is AIR as a unicast routing protocol. The second is the AIR multicast routing protocol. It has not received the focus that the unicast protocol has to date, and yet it is perhaps a more significant achievement. The third is a mathematical model for the cost of not performing hop-level acknowledgements, with an associated argument that the CMF, by virtue of implementing hop-level acknowledgements, transmission retries and immediate re-routing in response to network dynamics, has the ability to support TCP over a MANET. The fourth accomplishment is an understanding of how to construct robust, scalable MANET applications. Our performance evaluations and the paper we have written for MILCOM '08 are focused on the first accomplishment. Our hope is to find the means to continue the performance evaluations and to publish papers on at least two of the other three accomplishments.
Technology Transition and Transfer Description
The source code, make files and all documentation have been delivered to AFRL. The early alpha versions of the software were quite flaky. The latest version of the software successfully executes across a highly-connected 54-node MANET transmitting excessive amounts of application traffic. Valgrind was used to eliminate memory leaks and to assist in finding pointer mismanagement. Unfortunately, the wireless test bed is operated in a classified laboratory, which means that bug fixes performed on the test bed had to be transcribed, brought out of the laboratory as hardcopy, and then hand-entered back into the system. I have already found one case where I fat-fingered code modifications -I do fear that I will receive bug reports that were fixed in the test bed but not in the code base. If AFRL contracts approves the release, we will move the code base into the public domain via an opensource license (the GNU Lesser General Public License).
Publications
A paper has been written for submission to MILCOM '08, conditional on AFRL confirming that the CMF program is a 6-1 research project (and, thus, exempt from ITAR restrictions). Unfortunately, we will not receive permission in time to submit to MILCOM. However, we will complete the paper as a tech report, and submit it to the next appropriate conference when we receive permission to do so. As alluded to above, we hope to publish additional papers based on the work on this program.
The Software
The CMF is delivered as a single directory tree whose root is CMF_x.y.z/, where x.y.z is the version number. Beneath that directory, the software is partitioned into modules, with each module receiving its own subdirectory. Each module possesses its own include directory and is built separately. The modules: packets Contains routines for building, parsing and printing packets. The specification for the CMF packets is in the include directory for this module, in the file cmf_packet_headers.h. routing
The routines for handling the six types of DVC packets (creation, teardown, route established, invalid route, IP and discovery). local_ip This is the interface to the local host. It includes a thread that reads packets from the CMF tun device and a function for writing packets to the tun device. services This package contains all of the CMF services, and is thus rather overloaded. The services support/manage: the known topology, dynamic virtual circuits, discoveries, multicast destinations, and client connections (a client is an application or middleware connecting via libcmf.so or cmf.jar).
tli
The elements involved in transmitting packets to neighboring nodes. Key players are datapkt.c (which is the packet buffer -it sits between the router and the TLI), device.c (which tracks neighbors and which device they can be reached on), transmission_thread.c (which chooses between announcements, acknowledgements and DVC packets to transmit) and recv.c. util
Functions that are common across the CMF. The key player here is node.c, which is the CMF representation of an IP address. Note that it can be either an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address -or any other sequence of bytes. bindings These bind the TLI to specific transmission technologies. unclass_testbed Configuration files for running experiments. api
The code for building libcmf.so and cmf.jar. apps
Contains the applications that were developed in conjunction with the CMF. RandomCrawl is notable as forming the basis for the performance evaluations to date. include Contains *.h files common across the CMF project. cmf.h is installed in /usr/includeit is the declarations for libcmf.so. cmf_build_parameters.h specifies the configuration parameters that control how the CMF performs. And node.h is needed, because the functions in libcmf.so whose arguments or outputs are IP addresses take them in the form of Node structures. bootup Routines placed in /etc/init.d or in /usr/sbin that support launching the CMF. man Man pages for the CMF (not well maintained -we recommend looking at the comments in cmf.h for API reference).
Installing and Running the CMF
The CMF builds on any (as far as we know) Linux kernel that supports tun/tap devices. Our test platforms have been Fedora Core 6, 7 and 8. When using a radio, we have consistently run the CMF in a virtual machine running Linux, with the host running Windows XP and the virtual machine's network interface bridged.
We have tested the CMF using two network configurations. In the first, the host has only a single network interface named "eth0". In the second, the host has multiple network interfaces, with at least one of them named "manet." The following installation procedure works with either of these cases. To install the CMF, cd to the top-level CMF directory, then type "make; make install; cd apps; make; make install". This will build and install the CMF and the applications provided with the CMF. Installing the CMF does the following:
• It places the cmf executable into /usr/sbin, along with the utility programs initialize_tun, ip_chooser.sh and broadcast_ip_chooser.sh.
• cmf.h is placed into /usr/include.
• cmf.init is copied to /etc/init.d/cmfinit. This has some unfortunate ramifications that will be discussed.
• Many command-line utilities are installed into /usr/bin.
• libcmf.so and cmf.jar are installed into /usr/lib.
To remove the CMF, cd to the top-level CMF directory and type "make uninstall; cd apps; make uninstall".
